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One year on and the marathon is done! 

A team of women rowers from Appledore has finally achieved their long-planned marathon row – in rough 

conditions. After having to abandon their original plan of a 23-mile Channel row due to bad weather, they 

instead completed a 26-mile row in the Solent with company Langstone Adventure Rowing, on Saturday 24 

October. 

This time last year the seven intrepid ladies from Appledore Pilot Gig Club were cursing the weather 

forecast when their Channel Challenge was postponed due to gales.  

As the summer season is largely given over to Channel swimmers, there are few opportunities to row the 

Channel other than in autumn or spring. So, with gales again persisting this October, the Appledore team 

decided that rather than give up they would look for an alternative. 

Crew member Emily Lea said: “The Challenge was designed to raise money for our club – to buy a new 

training gig so that more people can learn to row at Appledore. We also set out to raise £1,000 for Brain 

Tumour Research because one of the crew had benefitted from cutting-edge surgery to remove a rare 

brain tumour in January 2013. By autumn last year we had achieved our goal, but were still waiting to 

honour all that sponsorship.”  

The answer? Row even further – a full marathon of 26 miles – in choppy water in the Solent instead. The girls, 

coxed by Len White, completed the challenge on Saturday 25 October in five hours and six minutes in the 

‘roughest conditions yet rowed as part of a challenge with organisers Adventure Rowing’. 

Team Captain, Natasha Acres, said: "That kind of distance was a tough prospect, but everyone met it 

head on and I am very proud of them.  There were some tricky logistics involved. For a marathon row we 

have an extra rower and everyone gets a 15-minute rest in rotation – this enables them to eat something 

and get more fluid in before their next stint of an hour and three-quarters. But in those waves it was pretty 

hairy changing places! 

“It’s also really hard to stay focused on technique for that long – but, if your concentration wavers, you end 

up with even more aches and pains!  As it was there were some impressive blisters by the end of the day. 

We also had plenty of vessels around us for Len to avoid – guided by the safety boat which followed us 

closely through the whole five hours. We are all rather stiff now but we are so glad to have finally rowed our 

distance and earned our sponsorship.”  

The training gig, Maragaret James, which the club has bought with the sponsorship money, has already 

enabled many more people to begin rowing at Appledore and a cheque for £1,000 was recently given to 

Brain Tumour Research. 

West Country companies Singer Instruments, Fatyak Kayaks, Skern Lodge, Bideford Bridge Trust, Peter, Peter 

& Wright, Miles Tea & Coffee, Hockings Ice Cream, Kingsley School Bideford, The Boathouse Instow and 

Tesco Bideford, as well as the Royal Marines and hundreds of individual sponsors, are among those who 

helped make this all possible.   
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Images attached: rough waves shot, cheque to charity shot, oars at the start shot. 
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Names for the oars shot: Left to right – Zoe Sims, Jan McLean, Emily Lea, Natasha Acres, Rachael Ward, 

Linda Stella, Naomi Cudmore. 

Names for the cheque shot: Left to right – Naomi Cudmore, Jan McLean, Yvette Parkin, Emily Lea, Rachael 

Ward. 

Rough waves: Image courtesy Langstone Adventure Rowing. 

 

 

 


